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Abstract. A number of spatiotemporal access methods such as 3DR-Tree and 
MV3R-tree have been proposed for timestamp and interval query. These access 
methods consist of a single index structure covering the entire time span, and 
thus the performances quickly degrade since the indexed time region gets large 
as time progresses. To overcome the problem, we propose to employ time-
based partitioning on the R-tree called Time-Based Partitioning R-tree (TPR-
Tree). Since the structure of the TPR-Tree efficiently fits various queries on two 
dimensional data, it significantly outperforms other access methods for queries 
of various timestamps and time intervals. Extensive simulation validates the 
performance of the proposed scheme. 

Keywords: Indexing moving object, location based service, R-Tree, spatiotem-
poral database, time stamp and interval query. 

1   Introduction 

Recently, due to the progress of wireless networking with GPS (Global Positioning 
System) and wide spread of personal communication devices such as mobile phone, 
concerns on contents services based on user location are increasing. The contents 
services are called LBS (Location Based Services). The LBS is defined as the service 
which tracks the location of mobile user and provides useful information associated 
with the location such as map service, traffic information service, traveling guide 
service, vehicle navigation service, public service, and so on. In order to quickly 
search for the requested locations for a variety of services, DBMS system needs an 
access method capable of efficiently searching a large amount of objects. 

 Most recently developed spatiotemporal access methods such as HR-Tree [1], 
MV3R-Tree [3], 3D R-tree [4], TB-Tree, and STR-Tree [4] are for indexing time-
stamp and interval queries of moving objects. The spatiotemporal access methods 
cover the entire time range of the network managed using a single index structure. 
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Therefore, the performance may decrease as time passes since the size of indexed 
time gets very large. Also, they can neither efficiently support a variety of queries nor 
reflect the change of various queries along with time intervals. 

To solve the problems, we focus on reducing the cost of various queries, i.e. time-
stamp and interval query. We propose a multiple-indexing method using time-based 
partitioning called time-based partitioning R-tree (TPR-Tree). It efficiently fits vari-
ous queries (i.e. timestamp query and interval query) from the given spatial region of 
a fixed network. Compute simulation reveals that the proposed scheme outperforms 
other access methods for various queries, while the improvement gets substantial for 
timestamp query.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the existing access 
methods for timestamp and interval query. Section 3 describes the structure of the 
proposed TPR-Tree, and insert and search operation with the proposed structure are 
demonstrated. Section 4 presents the results of performance comparisons. Finally, we 
conclude the paper in Section 5. 

2   Related Work 

In this section we introduce three typical access methods – 3D R-Tree, MV3R-Tree, 
and HR-Tree. 

2.1   3D R-Tree 

The 3D R-tree [4] simply considers time as another dimension of the R-tree. When-
ever an object moves to another position or changes its shape, a new minimum bound-
ing region (MBR) is created to represent the change of the object. The MBR contain-
ing the spatial extent and lifespan is inserted in the 3D R-tree. 

Figure 1 shows an example of the 3D R-tree. In this figure, R1, R2, and R3 represent 
the MBRs describing the movements of the objects, and R0 contains R1, R2, and R3. 
As time passes, thus, the time region enlarges accordingly. This causes the perform-
ance of the 3D R-tree to degrade because a single R-tree keeps the whole time region 
in the 3D R-tree. Also, long-lived records result in a huge dead space not covering 
any record but being a part of the MBR. Therefore, they degrade the query perform-
ance of the 3D R-tree. However, the 3D R-tree takes smallest space since it has no 
duplicate data. 
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Fig. 1. The stucture of the 3D R-Tree 
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2.2   MV3R-Tree 

The MV3R-tree [3] combines the Multi-Version R-tree (MVR-tree) and a small auxil-
iary 3D R-tree built at the leaf nodes of the MVR-tree. The former is used to answer 
timestamp and short interval queries and the latter is to answer long interval queries. 
Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the MV3R-tree.  

M V R -T re e

R 1 [ t 1 ,  t 2 ] R 2[ t2 ,  t 3] R i[ t i,  * ]  

R [ t i,  * ]  

3 D  R -T re e

 

Fig. 2. The stucture of the MV3R-Tree 

As shown in the figure, the MVR-tree consists of multiple R-trees that have their 
own jurisdiction intervals. For example, R1[t1,t2] deals with the records whose time 
intervals belong to [t1,t2], while R2[t2,t3] manipulates the records whose time intervals 
belong to [t2,t3]. Although the size of the auxiliary 3D R-tree is very small since it 
shares the leaf nodes of the MVR-tree, it improves the performance of interval queries 
and provides flexibility to the algorithm in processing other spatial queries such as 
join and k-nearest neighbor.  

2.3   HR-Tree 

The Historical R-tree (HR-tree) [1,2] creates an R-tree whenever the objects in the 
previous R-tree change their positions or shapes, but common branches of consecu-
tive R-trees are stored only once in order to save the space. 

 

a b c d e f f ¡̄g h

R 1 [ t 1 ,  t 2 ] R 2 [ t 2 ,  t 3 ]

B 0A 0 C 0 B 1 C 1

 

Fig. 3. The stucture of the HR-Tree 

The timestamp query is directed to the corresponding R-tree and the search is per-
formed only inside the tree. Thus, the timestamp query becomes an ordinary window 
query and is handled very efficiently. The interval query should search the corre-
sponding R-trees of all the timestamps involved. Even when only one object has 
changed its position, the HR-tree may update the nodes contained in the path between 
the leaf node corresponding to the object and the root node. Therefore, the size of the 
HR-tree is several times larger than that of the 3D R-tree. Figure 3 shows an example 
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of the HR-tree. R1[t1,t2] deals with the records whose time intervals are contained in 
time interval [t1,t2], and R2[t2, t3] manipulates the records whose time intervals are 
contained in [t2,t3]. Suppose that object f changes its position to f′ from B0 to C1 at 
[t2,t3]. The three nodes A0, B0, C0 which are associated with f and f′ are copied and 
updated to nodes C1.   

3   The Proposed Scheme 

Most spatiotemporal access methods consist of a single index structure covering the 
entire time span of the network, which degrades the performance as time progresses. 
To solve the problem, we propose the time-based partitioning R-Tree (TPR-Tree) 
consisting of 2-dimensional networks. We first introduce the structure of the TPR-
Tree. We then describe the insertion and search algorithm based on the TPR-Tree. 

 3.1   The Structure of the TPR-Tree 

As shown in Figure 4, the TPR-Tree consists of a single 2D R-Tree and multiple 1D 
R-Trees. The 2D R-Tree is used to index the spatial data of the spatial region. It is 
similar to the original R-Tree [9,10] and each leaf node of the 2D R-Tree contains 
pointers pointing the root of each 1D R-Tree on the given spatial data of the region. 
Consequently, each leaf node of the 2D R-tree corresponds to a 1D R-tree. Each of 
the 1D R-Tree is responsible for a fixed time interval derived from various queries. 
Also, each 1D R-Tree is generated according to the time intervals and used to index 
various queries on the given spatial region. Accordingly, the TPR-Tree can be consid-
ered as multiple 1D R-Trees on top of a single 2D R-Tree. 

2D R-Tree

1D R-Tree  

Fig. 4. The stucture of the TPR-Tree 

Figure 5 illustrates the structure of the 1D R-tree. Each leaf node entry of the 1D R-
Tree is of the form <ID, MBR, (tstart, tend)>. Here ID is the object identifier, MBR 
covers the boundaries of the children nodes, and (tstart, tend) are the times when the 
record is inserted and deleted, respectively. If an entry has not yet been logically de-
leted, tend is marked as “*”. The time region boundary designates the lifespan of the 
record of each 1D R-Tree, and L1, L2, and Li designate the interval of R1, R2, and Ri. 

We apply time-based partitioning to the 1D R-Tree, which splits the 1D R-tree ac-
cording to time interval. As a result, the TPR-Tree contains multiple 1D R-Trees in a 
given MBRs on a 2D R-Tree. The 1D R-Tree can dynamically support various  
queries  and  efficiently  reflect  the  change  of  queries  along with time interval. The  
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T im e  B o u n d a ry
L 1  =  t 2  –  t 1  L 2  =  t 3  –  t 2  L i =  t i+ 1  –  t i

.  R 1 [ t1 ,  t 2 ]  R 2 [ t2 , t 3 ]  R i[ t i ,  * ]

t 1 t 2 t 3 t i+ 1  
Fig. 5. The stucture of the 1D R-Tree 

structure of the 1D R-tree is similar to the MV3R-tree, but the TPR-Tree does not 
have a shared node and employ the version spilt policy.  

The processing of timestamp and interval query in the 1D R-Tree is similar to that 
of the 3D R-Tree [4]. However, since the 3DR-Tree is built using a single tree struc-
ture, it should search a large space for timestamp query. Note that the structure of 1D 
R-Tree dynamically fits various queries of time interval and timestamp. This reduces 
the search space and also dead space with time interval partition.  
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Fig. 6. The insertion and logical deletion  

Figure 6 shows how insertion and deletion process work. Record R1 is logically de-
leted by time boundary at timestamp t2, where L1 and L2 indicate the spatial MBR of 
R1 and R2, respectively. [t1,t2] and [t1,*] indicate the lifespan of R1 and R2, respectively. 

3.2   Insertion and Search with the 1D R-Tree  

When an insertion occurs at a specific spatial region with the TPR-Tree, executed the 
following steps are executed. In the 1st step, the R-Tree insertion algorithm is executed 
in the 2D R-Tree in order to insert the MBR covering the specific region of the 2D R-
Tree leaf node. It then follows the pointer to the 1D R-Tree and finds the 1D R-trees  
with time interval [Tstart,Tend]. In the 2D R-Tree, we use the original R-Tree algorithm 
[9, 10] to index a spatial region. The next step is to execute the 1D R-tree algorithm. 

Figure 7 shows the insertion algorithm with the 1D R-Tree. The algorithm of the 1D 
R-Tree employs the concept of time boundary. Therefore, if the lifespan of a record 
does not include the boundary, the record is inserted in the 1D R-Tree covering the 
suitable interval that contains the lifespan of the record. However, if the records inter-

(Before Insertion and logical deletion)    
R1=<idA, MBR1, [t1, *]> 

(After logical deletion and insertion) 
R1=<idA, MBR1, [t1, t2]>  
R2=<idA, MBR2, [t2, *]> 
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sect between time intervals, each of the records split by data fragmentation is inserted 
in the 1D R-tree of suitable time interval containing the lifespan of the record. 

Procedure insertion   
Begin 
/*Find Ri which contains the record and insert it 
  into Ri*/ 
for Ri(ti, ti+1) /* i=1 … k */ 
    if (ti, ti+1) contains current time interval 
        insert record to Ri; 
        break;  /* exit for loop */ 
    endif 
/* the logical deletion */ 
if (current record=(ID, MBR,[ti+1, *])  
    previous record=[ti, *] is changed into  
    previous record=[ti, ti+1];  
endif 
/*record intersect between time intervals*/ 
  for Ri(ti, ti+1) /* i=1 … K */ 
    if(ti, ti+1) intersect the lifespan of the record 
        insert record to suitable time interval’s Ri;  
    endif 
End 

Fig. 7. Insertion algorithm with the 1D R-Tree 

4   Performance Evaluation 

This section describes the simulation environment and provides the results of simulation. 

4.1   Simulation Environment 

In all our experiments we use a 2.4GHz Pentium IV machine with 1GB of main 
memory. Due to unavailability of movement data of actual object, we use a synthetic 
dataset generated by GSTD methods [8] which has been widely employed as a 
benchmarking environment for studying the access methods handling moving points 
and region. It was designed to generate realistic data for the evaluation of database 
algorithms with indexing and storing dynamic location data. 

The number of moving objects is 1,000. Spatial areas queried are 1%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 
and 9% of the whole space. The simulation evaluates the cost of queries for combined 
timestamp and interval time.  

4.2   Simulation Results    

Figure 8 shows the performance of each access method for various queries of time 
interval and timestamp in terms of the number of nodes accessed. We compare MV3R- 
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Fig. 8. The comparisons of the cost of query of the three methods 

tree, 3DR-Tree, and the proposed TPR-Tree. As shown in Figure 8, the TPR-Tree 
outperforms the other methods for various queries of timestamp and interval time.  

Notice that performance of the 3D R-tree declines with timestamp query. This is 
because a single R-Tree keeps the entire time region in the 3DR-Tree while the time 
region gets large as time passes. The proposed TPR-Tree consists of multiple index-
ing trees and 1D R-Tree with the time-based partitioning method. It can thus dynami-
cally fit various queries on the given interval time. 

(a) 100% timestamp query (b) 75% timestamp and 25% interval queries 

(c) 50% timestamp and 50% interval queries (d) 25% timestamp and 75% interval queries 

(e) 100% interval queries 
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5   Conclusion  

Most existing spatiotemporal access methods consist of a single index structure cover-
ing the entire time span of the network. The performance would decrease since the 
indexed time of a specified region enlarges as time progresses. Also, they can neither 
support a variety of queries efficiently nor reflect the change of the queries with time-
intervals. We have proposed a method consisting of multiple trees of two dimensions 
with time-based partitioning to the indexing. It can efficiently handle various queries 
(i.e. timestamp query, interval query) from the given spatial region. The interval 
length of the TPR-Tree well fits time interval of the query. Computer simulation re-
veals that the proposed TPR-Tree outperforms other methods for various queries of 
timestamp and interval time. We will further investigate the performance of the pro-
posed approach for other operational environment. 
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